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Levitas Bio leverages Oracle NetSuite ERP to overhaul its core 
business processes completely.

AUTOMATED PROCESSES WITH NETSUITE ERP 
TO SAVE TIME AND RESOURCES 

ABOUT THE CLIENT CHALLENGES

SOLUTION

Levitas Bio is a biotechnology 
company in California, USA, 
advancing a powerful method 
of cellular analysis.

Levitas Bio selected Nsight for its technical prowess and expertise in 
Oracle NetSuite ERP. The solution offered a unified platform for end-to-
end visibility across the business aligned with the company’s focus on 
inventory and financial data. 

NSIGHT ADVANTAGE

Nsight has a large team of 
NetSuite consultants to help 
with the customized solution 
design and integration design 
as per the client’s needs. 

The client sought a cloud ERP that could cater to current and future 
needs with a scalable solution for their business.

They were concerned over the inventory management, which required 
custom solutions.

They did not have real-time visibility into many Accounts Receivable, 
Accounts Payable, Cashflow, and Supply Chain KPIs.

Lot of manual work due to reports in excel. 

Vast industry knowledge, 
expertise, and NetSuite-related 
best practices.

Several successful ERP 
implementations across the 
globe

Nsight is invested in emerging 
technologies and enabling our 
clients to leverage leading-edge 
technologies. 

Business performance suffered due to delays in financial reporting, 
fulfillment, and other process challenges.

The team recommended and implemented one world NetSuite license 
to deal with multi-currency to manage multiple subsidiaries across 
different locations.

Nsight team built custom KPIs for custom workbooks and data sets to 
fetch the desired reports.

A custom dashboard was created by fetching custom KPIs based on 
different roles.

Financial, sales, expense, and commissions reports were 
automatically emailed to managers or on an ad-hoc basis, as needed.

Advised and implemented the integration with Coupa to get improved 
visibility into payment timing and the cash impact.

The team created many custom templates for the client for multiple 
subsidiaries.
    
        



BUSINESS BENEFITS

Nsight helped Levitas Bio get the most out of Oracle NetSuite ERP to help their business transformation in the 
digital economy. The solution streamlined its business processes, supported improved growth, and enabled 
continuous improvement. 

A single, automated, and scalable solution with consistent inventory datafor business operations.

The solution reduced manual effort and saved time by automating reportsrelated to dashboards.

Integrated all the spending under one management with Coupa.

Built on-demand visibility and eliminated lag time of 30 days for financial reporting.


